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Western Democracies and the New Extreme Right Challenge

2009-04-29

the last decade has seen the growth of extreme right movements throughout the western world yet how should democracies react to the challenge that they pose

Political Oppositions in Western Democracies

1970

what chiefly distinguishes this work is the inclusion of considerable material on american partics in a comparative context to the analysis of british scandinavian european canadian

australian and new zealand political parties

Political Parties in Western Democracies

1985-01-01

by the turn of the 1990s western democracy appeared destined to become the universal governmental norm however as we move into the new millennium there are growing signs that

extremism is far from dead in recent years the extreme right has gathered notable support in many western countries such as austria france and italy racist violence initially aimed at

immigrants is on the rise and in the us and increasingly in europe the state itself has become a major target this book considers the varying trajectories of the extreme right and populist

parties and focuses on the problems of responses to these trends an issue which has hitherto been neglected in academic literature

Citizen Politics in Western Democracies

1988

political conflict in western democracies has traditionally emerged from politics rooted in competing ideologies and interests with the rise of politics of identity political conflict is morphing

as political parties align themselves with identities rather than ideologies or interests
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Political Parties in Western Democracies

1967

this book offers a systematic exploration of the role of religion and religiosity in electoral politics in catholic protestant and religiously mixed countries across western europe and in the

united states the chapters approach the relationship between religion religiosity and electoral behaviour from a variety of different angles they include analyses of secularization trends

comparative studies of the links between vote choice and religiosity longitudinal single country studies and a novel discussion of the theoretical underpinnings of the politicization of

religion that provides a radically new framework for the analysis of the role of religiosity in election studies the volume shows that despite the expectations of secularization theory

religiosity remains relevant when casting votes it also argues that the traditional notion of religious cleavage should be replaced with the more accurate idea of religious voting chapters

draw on national election studies data and comparative datasets such as european values studies evs european social surveys ess and european election studies ees to empirically test

expectations regarding religious voting the results show that variations in religious voting are conditional on both the agency of political and ecclesiastical leaders when politicizing religious

issues and the legacies of previous societal and political religious conflicts regardless of whether the original party system had a predominant religious cleavage

Political Parties in Western Democracies

1980

the european values study is a large scale cross national and longitudinal survey research program on basic human values initiated by the european value systems study group evssg in

the late 1970s at that time an informal grouping of academics now it is carried on in the setting of a foundation using the abbreviated name of the group european values study evs the

evssg aimed at designing and conducting a major empirical study of the moral and social values underlying european social and political institutions and governing conduct a rich

academic literature has now been created around the original survey and numerous other works have made use of the findings

The Role of the Legislature in Western Democracies

1981

western democracy is being questioned around the world at the same time western aid groups are quick to say that they are not trying to impose a particular style of democracy on others

and that they are open to supporting local alternative forms of democracy this book examines what it is about western democracy that non westerners are reacting negatively to and
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whether the critics often are equating a dislike for certain western social or economic features with an aversion to of western political systems it also explores the current state of debate

about alternative forms of democratic practice in different regions asia africa the middle east and latin america and then puts forward ideas about how western actors engaged in

democracy support can do a better job of incorporating new thinking about alternative democratic forms into their efforts

Citizen Politics in Western Democracies

1995-02-01

upturning the typical view of turkey s democratic trajectory as a product of authoritarian assault or unfortunate circumstances this book argues that the akp first elected in 2002 has

consistently advanced a narrative of democracy as the work of an elite working for the national will beginning with an analysis of the historical processes that led to the akp s rise at the

beginning of the 21st century the book then focuses on the akp since 2002 though turkey s democratic transition was originally characterised by western co operation the author outlines

the gradual deterioration of these relations since the 2010s as well as the decline of political rights freedom of expression and the rule of law however bringing in theoretical perspectives

of democracy it is argued that the akp has adopted an alternative definition based on the national will throughout its rule resistant to the western essentialist view as such the akp s story

highlights that the root of this crisis lies within democracy itself the book will appeal to historians and analysts of turkish politics as well as to political scientists interested in theories of

democracy moreover for those interested in the global contemporary crisis of democracy the book provides an important case study

Political Action

1979

this book with theoretical and practical analyses of comparative political systems of eastern countries asia and africa their political process and political cultures describes and analyses

the influence of political culture on political process in the eastern world it gives readers an opportunity to make a comparative appraisal of maturity of civil society in these countries as

well as their specifics in political interactions and internal political competition seen through the eyes of a group of distinguished russian researchers the book concentrates also on

specifics of political economic and political modernization in the east and assesses the prospects of an emergence of a western as well as a non western democracy in the framework of

eastern political transformations it also explains why the one dimensional spread of democracy completely negating or neglecting regional political cultural specifics may lead to war

among civilizations instead of the formation of a more just and fair system of democratic governance
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Balancing Work and Solidarity in the Western Democracies

2010

with contributions by more than thirty of the world s leading scholars of democracy this volume presents the most comprehensive assessment available of the state of democracy in the

world at the beginning of the new millennium

Families of Nations

1993

in uneasy partnership at the helm of the modern state stand elected party politicians and professional bureaucrats this book is the first comprehensive comparison of these two powerful

elites in seven countries the united states great britain france germany sweden italy and the netherlands researchers questioned 700 bureaucrats and 6oo politicians in an effort to

understand how their aims attitudes and ambitions differ within cultural settings one of the authors most significant findings is that the worlds of these two elites overlap much more in the

united states than in europe but throughout the west bureaucrats and politicians each wear special blinders and each have special virtues in a well ordered polity the authors conclude

politicians articulate society s dreams and bureaucrats bring them gingerly to earth

Catholics in Western Democracies

1981-01-01

a comparative survey which discusses how national leaders in six western democracies australia canada france germany great britain and the united states are nominated for the highest

office in their country the combinations of methods each country utilizes to nominate their leaders are described the text emphasizes that most national leaders have served a long

apprenticeship in various public offices sometimes having made several attempts before actually being nominated to the nation s highest public office increasingly the text shows that

opinion polls television and professional campaign management are playing a greater role in the leadership selection process in all six countries this book will be of interest to upper level

college and graduate students and faculty in comparative government political parties and public affairs and academic as well as public libraries
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East Timor and the Western Democracies

1979

私たちアメリカ人は なぜ私たちの憲法を擁護しなければならないのか この疑問を出発点に アメリカ政治学界の重鎮ダール 一九一五 二〇一四 が 憲法の制定過程やジェイムズ マディソンの思想を読み解きつつ 比較政治研究の成果も取り入れ

ながら アメリカ憲法の特徴と問題点を検証していく デモクラシーと憲法システムの関係はどうあるべきかを考察する 斬新でユニークな憲法論

Political Parties in Western Democracies

2003-11-20

this book analyses the relationship between the media and politics in new democracies in europe and other parts of the world it does so from both theoretical and empirical angles how is

power being mediated in new democracies can media function independently in the unstable and polarised political environment experienced after the fall of autocracy do major shifts in

economic and ownership structures help or hinder the quality of the media how much can new media laws alter old journalistic habits and political cultures and how do new technologies

impact the media and democracy the book examines these questions drawing on a vast set of data assembled by a large international project media and politics in new democracies

focuses chiefly on new democracies in central and eastern europe but chapters analysing new democracies in latin america africa and southeast asia are also included these new

democracies represent a variety of what sociologists call glocalism homogenisation and heterogenisation coexist revealing hybrid models and multiple modernities it is local culture that

assigns meaning to global and regional influences ideal liberal models and best practices are being promoted and aspired to but these models and practices are often being adopted in

opaque ways generating results opposite to those intended the book finds many new democracies to be fragile if not deficient and tries to show what is really going on in these countries

how they compare to each other and what they can learn from each other

Western Democracies and the New Extreme Right Challenge

2013-06-10

the benchmark first and second editions of comparing democracies represented essential guides to the global study of elections reflecting recent developments in the field this timely third

edition gives an indispensable state of the art review of the whole field from the world s leading international scholars with a completely new thematic introduction which explores how

democracy is built and sustained thoroughly updated chapters many of which are also new the third edition provides a theoretical and comparative understanding of the major topics
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related to elections and introduces important work on key new areas comparing democracies third edition will remain a must read for students and lecturers of elections and voting

behaviour comparative politics parties and democracy contents introduction building and sustaining democracy lawrence leduc richard g niemi and pippa norris part i electoral institutions

and processes electoral systems and election management elisabeth carter and david m farrell political parties and party systems susan e scarrow party and campaign finance ingrid van

biezen election campaigns christopher wlezien campaign communications and media claes h de vreese part ii public opinion and voting ideology partisanship and democratic development

russell j dalton political participation andré blais elections and the economy timothy hellwig women and elections marian sawer conclusion the consequences of elections g bingham powell

The Changing Basis of Political Conflict in Advanced Western Democracies

2023-07-06

this excellent collection of essays provides a highly knowledgeable and insightful overview of current knowledge in the sub field of elections and voting in the world s democracies

coherent in organization and wide ranging in content and perspective this is a book that should be read by anyone interested in political science anthony mughan the ohio state university

in this major new edition the world s leading international scholars have again produced an indispensable guide and up to date review of the whole field each of the chapters the majority

of which are completely new provide a broad theoretical and comparative understanding of all the key topics making this essential reading for students and lecturers of elections and

voting behavior comparative politics parties and democracy

Religious Voting in Western Democracies

2024-01-08

the first edition of comparing democracies was a landmark text providing students with a thematic introduction to the global study of elections and voting in this major new edition the

world s leading international scholars have again produced an indispensable guide and up to date review of the whole field each of the chapters the majority of which are completely new

provide a broad theoretical and comparative understanding of all the key topics associated with the elections including electoral and party systems voter choice and turnout campaign

communications and the new politics of direct democracy this second edition will remain essential reading for students and lecturers of elections and voting behaviour comparative politics

parties and democracy
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Political Value Change in Western Democracies

2015-09-08

現代世界を席巻している ポピュリズム だが そもそもポピュリズムとは何を意味するのか 民主主義とどのように区別できるのか 気鋭の政治思想史家が 古今の様々なポピュリズム現象やポピュリストの論理を緻密に分析し 人民を代表するのは

自分たちだけだ という反多元主義的な語りに注目して明確な定義づけを試みる ポピュリズムへの対処法に関しても示唆に富む一冊

The Puzzle of Non-Western Democracy

2022-12-23

the last thirty years have witnessed one of the most remarkable developments in history the rapid rise of democracy around the world in 1900 only ten countries were democracies and by

1975 there were only 30 today 119 of the world s 190 countries have adopted this form of government and it is by far the most celebrated and prestigious one how did democracy acquire

its good name why did it spread so far and so fast why do important countries remain undemocratic and why do efforts to export democracy so often fail and even make conditions worse

in democracy s good name michael mandelbaum one of america s leading foreign policy thinkers answers these questions he surveys the methods and risks of promoting democracy and

analyzes the prospects for the establishment of democratic governments in russia china and the arab world written in mandelbaum s clear and accessible style democracy s good name

presents a lucid comprehensive and surprising account of the history and future of democracy from the american revolution to the occupation of iraq

Western Democracy and the AKP

2017-05-19

the internet opens up new opportunities for citizens to organize and mobilize for action but it also provides new channels that established political social and economic interests can use to

extend their powers will the internet revolutionize politics the prospect of internet democracy is a rich and detailed exploration of the theoretical implications of the internet and related

information and communication technologies icts for democratic theory focusing in particular on how political uses of the internet have affected or seem likely to affect patterns of influence

among citizens interest groups and political institutions the authors examine whether the internet s impact on democratic politics is destined to repeat the history of other innovative icts

the volume explores the likely long term effects of such uses on the conduct of politics in the usa and other nations that declare themselves modern democracies and assesses the extent

to which they help or hinder viable democratic governance
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Is Non-western Democracy Possible?: A Russian Perspective

2001-09-19

over the past half century western democracies have lead efforts to entrench the economic and political values of liberal democracy into the foundations of european and international

public order as this book details the relationship between the media and the state has been at the heart of those efforts in that relationship often framed in constitutional principles the

liberal democratic state has celebrated the liberty to publish information and entertainment content while also forcefully setting the limits for harmful or offensive expression it is thus a

relationship rooted in the state s need for security authority and legitimacy as much as liberalism s powerful arguments for economic and political freedom in europe this long running

endeavour has yielded a market based liberal democratic regional order that has profound consequences for media law and policy in the member states this book examines the economic

and human rights aspects of european media law which is not only comparatively coherent but also increasingly restrictive rejecting alternatives that are well within the traditions of

liberalism parallel efforts in the international sphere have been markedly less successful in international media law the division between trade and human rights remains largely

unabridged and in the latter field liberal democratic concepts of free speech are influential but rarely decisive in the international sphere states are moreover quick to assert their rights to

autonomy nonetheless the current communications revolution has overturned fundamental assumptions about the media and the state around the world eroding the boundaries between

domestic and foreign media as well as mass and personal communication european and international media law sets legal and policy developments in the context of this fast changing

globalized media and communications sector

The Global Divergence of Democracies

1981-10-21

knott observes that thomas jefferson and his followers and later andrew jackson and his adherents tended to view hamilton and his principles as un american while his policies generated

mistrust in the south and the west where he is still seen as the founding plutocrat hamilton was revered in new england and parts of the mid atlantic states hamilton s image as a

champion of american nationalism caused his reputation to soar during the civil war at least in the north however in the wake of gilded age excesses progressive and populist political

leaders branded hamilton as the patron saint of wall street and his reputation began to disintegrate book jacket
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Bureaucrats and Politicians in Western Democracies

1998-08-20

the bulletin of the atomic scientists is the premier public resource on scientific and technological developments that impact global security founded by manhattan project scientists the

bulletin s iconic doomsday clock stimulates solutions for a safer world

Leadership Selection in Six Western Democracies

2014-10-15

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is published daily when congress is in session the congressional record

began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in

congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873

アメリカ憲法は民主的か

2015-10-08

Media and Politics in New Democracies

2009-12-15

Comparing Democracies

2002-03-13
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Comparing Democracies 2

2002-02-21

Comparing Democracies 2

2017-04

ポピュリズムとは何か

2007-12-07

Democracy's Good Name

1945

The Journal of Education

2016-02-24

The Prospect of Internet Democracy

2011-05-12
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European and International Media Law

2002

Alexander Hamilton and the Persistence of Myth

1995-03

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists

1962

The Commonwealth

1939
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